The Sterling Rattler

Ford A & B Torsional Vibration Absorber Flywheel
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o more broken cranks! Add power, reliability, performance and reduce stress by adding the “Sterling
Rattler,” a torsional vibration absorber to your
crank.” . . . Sounds really good . . So I bought one.
The is my new flywheel that should give me lower vibrations, less crankshaft twist and increased
power. The Sterling Rattler is an
alternative to conventional
crankshaft dampers
that generally

dissipate vibration as heat energy.
The Sterling Rattler
Torsional Vibration Absorbers are “pendulum” absorbers
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developed to control amplitudes of vibration and angle of
crankshaft twist like no other design. Their ability to absorb,
rather than dampen, is the key to their success. The Sterling
Rattlers are effective for the entire rpm range and they
extend crankshaft and bearing life.
The Rattlers also allow the engine to run
more smoothly, which can potentially increase
engine life. Their design does not utilize viscous fluids and they require virtually no
maintenance.
Although they cannot guarantee that you and I will never experience another cracked block or crankshaft again. Their track record has
thus far proven a significant reduction in this risk. I can’t wait to get
on the road.
For more concise technical
details go Secrets Magazine V26.3,
January 2016 or http://vibrationfree.co.uk/
(CY)

News June 2018: Vibration Free LTD has informed the SOSS that
they have perfected a ”rattle free” flywheel by replacing the round
“pucks” (inset far left) with loose ball bearings. This eliminates the
start-up clinking sound and retains the superior balancing features.

Exceptionally balanced.
Starter gear machined as one piece.
Gear teeth beveled one side as stock.
Dave Gerold’s “Rattler” installation.
Teeth can be ordered reverse beveled for some modern starter conversions.
Could be ordered without gear teeth, leaving a mount shoulder.
Images are of a “light weight” 35 pound flywheel. Pick the weight you need, mild to wild.
This flywheel is prepped for a 9”, 1948 Ford “Long” pressure plate.
 Mounting holes can be had for any clutch system desired.
Accepts Ford 1928- 1948 pilot bearing or anything else.
Vibration Free Ltd,
Perfect fit to Ford A or B crankshaft.
Unit 18, Green Farm, Fritwell,
No discernible machine tool marks - smooth.
Bicester, Oxon, OX27 7QU
It does click/rattle at start and stop. A sound to rattle your friend’s mind.
United Kingdom
At today’s conversion rates and customs fees total cost is about $1100 USD.
http://vibrationfree.co.uk/
Sterling Rattler does not require a crankshaft nose dampener.
Available for almost any vintage, classic or modern engine. Custom made.
tel: + 44 (0) 1869 345535
Made in England.
mob: + 44 (0) 7774 468726
fax: + 44 (0) 1869 345535
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